CERAMIC CROWN 3D PRINTING. A COMPLETE CHAIRSIDE SOLUTION.

Proven Materials
Experience a new class of ceramic dominant, FDA cleared resin, designed for 3D printing definitive restorations.

Scan to Delivery in 45 Minutes
Increase case acceptance by offering same-day delivery thanks to AI design and the Pro S Crown Kit.

$7 Cost per Unit
A complete solution set to transform same-day, chairside delivery for as little as $7 per crown.*

SPRINTRAY. THE ONLY COMPLETE 3D PRINTING SOLUTION IN DENTISTRY

DEFINITIVE, REDEFINED
THE CHAIRSIDE 3D PRINTED CROWN IS HERE

*Estimated resin cost. Actual costs may vary based on size crown.

2705 Media Center Drive, Suite #200A
Los Angeles, CA 90065
www.sprintray.com
info@sprintray.com
AI-Powered Crown Design
Let powerful artificial intelligence be your expert guide – AI automates the design process and makes it completely hands-free. Posterior crown designs are turned around within minutes, allowing for single-visit restorative dentistry.

Advanced 3D Printing
The Pro S Crown Kit consists of a new compact build platform and resin tank engineered for rapid production of up to 6 single-unit crowns in as little as 10 minutes.

Post Processing Made Easy
Featuring ProCure 2, the fastest, most advanced post-curing system on the planet. Cure printed crowns in just a few minutes.

CERAMIC CROWN 3D PRINTING.
A COMPLETE CHAIRSIDE SOLUTION.

Featuring the most advanced hardware in chairside crown fabrication, SprintRay Ceramic Crown offers the only complete end-to-end solution for 3D printed restorations. Discover a new class of ceramic dominant resin unlike any other. Composed of over 50% ceramics and developed for seamless fabrication. Advanced restorations are now a definitive yes—print differently.

A New Class Of Resin, Unlike Any Other.
Ceramic Crown is more than hybrid ceramic; it’s ceramic dominant, and definitive. Not only is it FDA cleared for full crowns, partial crowns, and veneers, it sets a new standard for premium aesthetics, unmatched strength, and personalized comfort. And with the complete SprintRay Ceramic Crown Solution, you can print a definitive crown in as few as 10 minutes for as little as $7.* Experience unrivaled care.

Key Features
• FDA Cleared, Ceramic Dominant Formulation (CDT code qualified)
• Radiopaque
• Smooth surface finish
• Excellent marginal fit and wear resistance

*Estimated resin cost. Actual costs may vary based on size of crown.

STREAMLINE EVERYTHING.
PRINT DEFINITIVELY.

Al-Powered Crown Design
Advanced 3D Printing
Post Processing Made Easy

THE COMPLETE CHAIRSIDE SOLUTION
AI-Powered Crown Design
Let powerful artificial intelligence be your expert guide – AI automates the design process and makes it completely hands-free. Posterior crown designs are turned around within minutes, allowing for single-visit restorative dentistry.

Advanced 3D Printing
The Pro S Crown Kit consists of a new compact build platform and resin tank engineered for rapid production of up to 6 single-unit crowns in as little as 10 minutes.

Post Processing Made Easy
Featuring ProCure 2, the fastest, most advanced post-curing system on the planet. Cure printed crowns in just a few minutes.

A New Class Of Resin, Unlike Any Other.
Ceramic Crown is more than hybrid ceramic; it’s ceramic dominant, and definitive. Not only is it FDA cleared for full crowns, partial crowns, and veneers, it sets a new standard for premium aesthetics, unmatched strength, and personalized comfort. And with the complete SprintRay Ceramic Crown Solution, you can print a definitive crown in as few as 10 minutes for as little as 97.* Experience unrivaled care.

Key Features
- FDA Cleared. Ceramic Dominant Formulation (CDT code qualified)
- Radiopaque
- Smooth surface finish
- Excellent marginal fit and wear resistance

*Estimated resin cost. Actual costs may vary based on size of crown.

CERAMIC CROWN 3D PRINTING.
A COMPLETE CHAIRSIDE SOLUTION.

Featuring the most advanced hardware in chairside crown fabrication, SprintRay Ceramic Crown offers the only complete end-to-end solution for 3D printed restorations. Discover a new class of ceramic dominant resin unlike any other. Composed of over 50% ceramics and developed for seamless fabrication. Advanced restorations are now a definitive yes—print differently.

STREAMLINE EVERYTHING.
PRINT DEFINITELY.

THE COMPLETE CHAIRSIDE SOLUTION.
CERAMIC CROWN 3D PRINTING. A COMPLETE CHAIRSIDE SOLUTION.

Proven Materials
Experience a new class of ceramic dominant, FDA cleared resin, designed for 3D printing definitive restorations.

Scan to Delivery in 45 Minutes
Increase case acceptance by offering same-day delivery thanks to AI design and the Pro S Crown Kit.

$7 Cost per Unit
A complete solution set to transform same-day, chairside delivery for as little as $7 per crown.*

SPRINTRAY. THE ONLY COMPLETE 3D PRINTING SOLUTION IN DENTISTRY

DEFINITIVE, REDEFINED
THE CHAIRSIDE 3D PRINTED CROWN IS HERE

*Suggested material cost. Actual costs may vary based on size crown.